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around the iceberg of racial and socioeconomic
inequity, there has to be some diversity and dissonance present among the adults. It’s hard to take
the risks needed to reframe and relearn in an atmosphere of sameness. Where’s the provocation, the
influx of multiple perspectives and divergent experiences, the disturbance? Where’s the willingness to
engage in the inside-outside work called for by our
colleague, Victor Cary of the Bay Area Coalition
of Equitable Schools (BayCES)? Cary (2005) states
that, “The work of creating equitable and excellent
schools is fundamentally about changing ourselves,
and thereby our relationships with others.” He goes
on to say that doing this work means being able to
reflect on our inner lives while also focusing on our
assumptions about oppression, power and hegemony. I’m not saying white teachers can’t do this transformational work, but as a white teacher myself, I
am saying we cannot do it in isolation. Our learning must be informed by alliances with colleagues
and stakeholders across difference, and it requires a
conscious decision to change the way we frame the
discourse.
Changing the Discourse
Working in alliance and changing our discourse
opens up possibilities for the transformation of our
practice and our vision, with and for our students.
Eubanks, Parish and Smith (1997) define Discourse I
as the way we think, talk and plan in order to maintain or reproduce the status quo in schools. They
call for a new discourse, what they call Discourse
II, as the basis for real change in our schools.
BayCES (2003) offers the following excerpt from
the full text to distinguish between the two types of
discourse:
Discourse I

Discourse II

• Singular Truths

• Multiple Stories

• The work of adults

• The learning &
experience of students

• Discipline & control • Alienation & resistance
• Dropouts

• Pushouts

There was some limited diversity in my first
CFG. We represented differences of race, gender,
religious upbringing and sexual orientation. And
yet, in our fledgling efforts at collaboration, we
were engaged in a relatively comfortable Discourse
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I exchange of feedback, in which the presenting
teacher framed the examination of student work
with a question, and no one ever questioned or
pushed back on the “frame” or focus. We did not
discuss the foundations of our individual or collective dilemmas. We were dedicated to finding
simple solutions to complex problems that were
often systemic in nature. The opportunity to discuss
issues of oppression, power and hegemony was
present, but the opportunity was not addressed.
Instead, our CFG was energizing and as Ellen said,
“we felt affirmed…” after each meeting, but as
Camilla indicated, it was unclear what, if anything,
was changing for the bulk of our students.
At one CFG meeting, I presented a videotape
of my science class and shared a dilemma about
my students’ lack of reflection. I wondered aloud
what I could do differently to support greater student reflection and the transfer of knowledge from
a lab activity to a pencil and paper test and on to
their future studies. However, I never acknowledged the skin I was in and the ways it shaped
my perspective. I was concerned that my kids
completed lab experiments, enjoyed the hands-on
activities, and then moved on to the next lab without grasping the real science content involved. I
got some good, concrete ideas from my colleagues,
ideas about slowing down and using our science
journals more. I put my CFG’s feedback to use the
very next day and the lab was much more successful, at least on the surface.
However, I didn’t seek or receive feedback
about the lack of student-centered conversation
in my class, where all discussion and all power
flowed through me. As the presenter, I did not
address my role as a white teacher working with
students of color, and no one else identified these
differences as a fundamental feature of my classroom instruction. My limited frame set the boundaries, and no one mentioned my failure to differentiate supports for my students with limited literacy
skill or English language fluency. Instead there was
an unspoken acceptance that I was doing the best
I could as a teacher who only spoke English in a
linguistically diverse class of 33 adolescents. We
stayed focused primarily on my work, the work of
adults, and we missed the chance to really explore
what it would take to reframe my/our focus on the
learning and experience of my/our students.
After about a year of working as a CFG member, it finally dawned on me that I needed to
directly engage my students in these teaching and
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avid Allen and his colleagues have done
much to demystify the concept of school
coaching with their new book, Coaching
Whole School Change, Lessons in Practice from a
Small High School, published in 2008 by Teachers
College Press. This book evolved from a pilot study
on school coaching at New York City’s Park East
High School as it transitioned from an alternative
school to a four-year high school. The early stages
of this transition focused on school safety and shifting roles within the school, but it also became
apparent that there was little consistency of instruction and insufficient focus on complex thinking
and/or extended reading and writing. A new principal built on an already-existing
relationship with the Institute for
Student Achievement (ISA) by
accepting Suzanne Ort, who had
recently completed her doctorate at Columbia, to be Park East’s
part-time coach.
Allen tracks Suzy’s interactions at the school over two years.
Suzy is an inside-outside coach,
working first one day, then two
days each week at Park East.
Allen and his writing colleagues
observe Suzy’s work in order to
extract the habits of an effective
school coach. Their goal is not to
write a comprehensive account of
school coaching or of a specific
school’s work, but to “illuminate
the nature of coaching practice.”
Allen states that, “Coaching is
not only complex, but intensely
context-bound.” Suzy keeps her
eye on the long-term goals of elevating discourse,
improving teacher collaboration, and deepening
instruction through her constant communication
with a wide range of school practitioners. Often
these communications take place in hallways or
in “drive-by” moments of post-it note exchanges;
at other times, Suzy is shown collaborating with
individuals, connecting colleagues and assisting in
the facilitation of school committees. She participates in meetings, acknowledges human barriers to
change and forges onward. Her days are varied, as
she seizes small moments to create opportunities to
boost teachers’ good intentions. Suzy spends time
enhancing curriculum, solving problems, easing
burdens, supporting teachers, providing tips and
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offering a new perspective on teaching and learning. No one moment is magic or transformative,
but each successful encounter slowly shifts the
school’s focus.
As in any complex social system, Park East
experiences administrative shifts, diminishing
resources and a range of social politics. Allen
keeps his lens focused sharply on Suzy’s emerging
coaching habits, in spite of typical distractions. He
provides administrators, teachers and organizations
with a template of how to build a collaborative
school culture through the dedicated time of one
individual charged with building positive connections that transform daily practice. Through an
extended study of one coach from
multiple perspectives and multiple
roles, Allen provides a research
methodology for analyzing the
complexity of coaching.
As an internal school literacy
and writing coach, I found tremendous value in reading this
study. District colleagues who
hold similar positions in their
schools often feel pressured to
define exactly what a coach
is/does on a minute by minute
basis in a typical school day. A
mere listing of daily time spent
does not provide a thoughtful
overview of the complexity of the
work nor the small increments of
change embedded in every collaboration. Allen’s study of Suzy’s
interactions demonstrates that
the definition of a school coach
includes elements of cheerleading,
problem-solving, facilitation, making connections,
sharing strengths, clarifying, pushing, empathizing,
setting achievable targets, nailing down the details,
making agendas, persevering, celebrating success,
closing gaps, identifying future goals and noting the
work of others. This last point is a significant one.
Suzy thanks a teacher for her work in the schoolwide Thanksgiving feast. The teacher replies that
such an expression of appreciation is something
never offered by other staff members after events.
A simple acknowledgement and thank you made a
colleague feel valued for her effort.
Readers see the slow but steady progress
towards the transformation of a school
(continued on page 16)
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SRF has been making rapid progress on
our restructuring. After all the struggle
and advancement we have made and
continue to make, I decided to turn my attention
to our future - not our present. I began to imagine
NSRF’s future using the Futures Protocol. In doing
so, I was able to let go of the present and remember that, together, we can do anything we imagine to be possible. Below are my thoughts from
my personal Futures Protocol.

Coaching Whole School Change...

Center of Activity Report...

(continued from page 3)
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into a professional learning community. Allen ends
this study with the statement that, “Extraordinary
coaches come in all kinds of ‘personality packages’
but will be unified by their tenacious commitment
to the individual growth of the individual teachers
and administrators with whom they work, as well as
the development of the professional community and
school community that those people create and recreate every day.”
The Appendix of this text outlines the structure of
the ISA, a model that many schools will seek to emulate in their own change processes.
I will recommend this text to my school and district administrators. The study of the complexities of
the coaching model will both alleviate tensions and
offer a new lens through which to view the many
strands of human interactions that contribute to building a positive school climate.
<
Peggy Silva can be reached at
psilva@sprise.com.

made to offer a new coaches institute this summer and possibly another retreat for the leaders in
the area. The local support groups for the CFG’s in
the region’s schools continue, and we hope they
will expand to more schools as other institutions
observe our successes.
<
Reference:
• Palmer, Parker, (1998) The Courage to Teach:
Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teachers’
Life, San Francisco, Jossey-Bass.
William J. Pollock Ed.D. can be reached at
w.pollock@verizon.net.
Deven Horne can be reached at
dhorne@gw.neric.org.

Correction
In the Winter 2009 issue of Connections, we mistakenly credited the article “Center of Activity Report:
San Antonio” to Ileana Liberatore. The author, in fact, was Patricia Norman. We apologize for the error.
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Eighteen months from now
NSRF has maintained a small national center that continues to learn how to best serve our
membership. Whether a coach, facilitative leader,
National Facilitator and/or Center of Activity, we
are all members of NSRF. Our National Center
continues to take responsibility for convening and
connecting NSRF through our membership, our
annual meetings, our communication avenues and
our protocols, linking with work in the field in collaboration with our Centers of Activity, research
and documentation and the ongoing publication of
Connections.
NSRF Centers of Activity have expanded
our work in ways big and small that a National
Center never could do. With and among National
Facilitators, our Centers have the capacity to transform learning and teaching within their local contexts. Whether situated inside a school district, a
school, an independent organization and/or a collection of NSRF members, local Centers are crucial
to the continuing success of our mission.
NSRF has a membership council that is democratic and representative of our membership and
serves as an advisory structure for our re-imagined
governance council. Our membership council represents our mission statement and helps us answer
the perennial questions of attributes and standards
for National Facilitators and Centers of Activity that
seem to vex our organization. Our membership
council is the heart of our organization and the
guardian of our mission and vision as referenced
below.
We have a strong governance council that

serves as a board of directors to our organization.
We have codified some of our understandings
of how we operate and re-affirmed that we are
accountable to one another. We have an able and
healthy structure that provides for checks and balances, as is appropriate for an organization based
on democratic principals of equity and participation, and we experience a strong, more formal
governance structure that serves us well.
Our membership has discretionary resources
to seed work in the field and research and document what we learn together – working in local
contexts along-side Centers of Activity. Our
membership is well on it’s way to amassing those
resources through what we have dubbed “Ten in
Ten.” We have thought deeply and made commitments about what we will accomplish if we are
able to achieve the goal of 10,000 dues-paying
members in 10 years – we, the membership, have
imagined our future.
Back to the present
I am quite optimistic that some version of my
musings above, once tuned and re-tuned using
the tools and processes at our disposal, will be
accomplished. We will get to our future with
deliberation and by accessing our stakeholders;
by imagining what we want to be and what we
want to stand for; and then by practicing locally,
regionally and
(continued on page 11)
nationally, in person

